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How are new genes gained?
- Use of	existing coding sequences to	make a	similar	protein:	gene duplication,	

horizontal gene transfer

- Use of	existing coding sequences to	make a	different protein:	overprinting

- Exaptation of	non-coding sequences into a	coding function:	de	novo gene birth
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De	novo	gene	birth
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Comparing	genomes



One	example:	BSC4	in	S.cerevisiae

BSC4:	 131	amino acid
long	protein involved in	
DNA	repair

Cai	et	al.,	2008



Human	de	novo	genes	involved	in	cancer

McLysaght &	Hurst,	2016
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Comparison	of	transcriptomes
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100	nt x 2

≥2	ind.,	4	tissues	(testis,	brain,	heart,	liver)
≈	140	Mreads/sample

Ruiz-Orera et	al.,	2015	(Plos Genetics)



Comparison	of	transcriptomes and	genomes
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28	Mya



- We found 1,934	putative de	novo genes (about 5%	of	the human genes)

- The majority of	them were not annotated in	the databases (novel/lncRNAs)

- They were shorter than conserved genes

- They were expressed at lower levels than conserved genes

- Many were preferentially expressed in	testis

Some	facts	about	human	de	novo	genes



How	is	transcription	initiated?
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Five	motifs	are	enriched	in	the	promoters	of	de	novo	genes
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The	motifs	are	less	abundant	in	macaque



Transcription	of	de	novo	genes	is	associated	with	the	
formation	of	novel	promoters
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Steps	in	the	formation	of	de	novo	genes

1. Gain of	transcription

2. Gain of	translation

3. Gain of	protein function



Ribosome	profiling	(Ribo-Seq)



Many	lncRNAs are	associated	with	ribosomes

Ruiz-Orera et	al.,	2014	(eLife)



Analysis	of	the	mouse	transcriptome

Brain
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Neutrophils
Heart
Skeletal	muscle
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Neural	ES	cells
Hipoccampus

Mouse	Ribo-Seq data Transcripts with translated ORFs

Ruiz-Orera et	al.,	2018	(Nature	Ecol &	Evol)



Three	nucleotide	periodicity

translated translated not translated



Conservation	of	the	translated	ORFs
Mouse	translated	ORFs

Mouse-specific ORFs
(non-conserved,	NC)

Mouse	conserved ORFs
(conserved,	C)

Comparison with human and rat	transcriptomes,
and annotated proteomes from 101	species

90% 10%



Mouse	conserved	ORFs
Example:	stannin (88	amino acids)

Pueyo	et	al.,	2016.



Mouse-specific	ORFs
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Identification	of	selection	signatures

PN/PS:	 number of	non-synonymous to	synonymous polymorphisms

Calculated for	sets	of	ORFs with evidence of	translation by Ribo-Seq

PN/PS	(Obs/Exp)		<	1				purifying selection

PN/PS	(Obs/Exp)	=	1					no	purifying selection



Coding	score

Per	hexamer:

In	a	sequence:

In	coding sequences coding score is	
usually larger than 0	and in	non-coding
sequences it is	lower than 0

De	novo genes generally have low
coding scores compared to	other genes



Pervasive	translation	of	ORFs

C:	conserved transcripts

NC:	non-conserved transcrips

NC-H NC-L
high coding
score (>	0.1)

low coding
score

Ruiz-Orera et	al.,	2018	(Nature	Ecol &	Evol)
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Can	“random”	proteins be	functional?	
François	Jacob	(1977,	Evolution	and	Tinkering)
“The	probability	that	a	functional	protein	would	appear	de	novo	by	
random	association	of	amino	acids	is	practically	zero.”
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François	Jacob	(1977,	Evolution	and	Tinkering)
“The	probability	that	a	functional	protein	would	appear	de	novo	by	
random	association	of	amino	acids	is	practically	zero.”

But..

Keefe &	Szostak(2001	Nature).	ATP-binding proteins obtained from a	
random sequence library.

Neme et	al.	(2017,	Nature Ecol.	Evol.).	Random sequences are an
abundant	source of	bioactive RNAs or	peptides



Antifreeze glycoproteins in	codfishes

Zhuang	et	al.,	2007



Identification of	mammalian-specific genes

Villanueva-Cañas et	al.,	2017	(Genome	Biol &	Evol)



Young	proteins have specific properties

older younger older younger

Length Isoelectric point



Functions of	mammalian-specific genes



Conclusions

- Pervasive transcriptionand translation can	generate abundant	
rawmaterial	for	de	novo gene birth

- De	novo generated proteins contribute to	evolutionary
innovation,	most	of	them remain uncharacterized.
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